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In the heart of the South Australian outback lies

Coober Pedy, renowned as the global hub for

opal mining. Should you wish to test your

fortunes, a colossal pile of rubble awaits in the

town's center, concealing numerous opal

discoveries. However, Coober Pedy's greatest

distinction stems from its scorching

temperatures, prompting the majority of its

inhabitants to reside in subterranean dwellings

carved into caves.
 

Originally known for its opal mining endeavours,

Coober Pedy now attracts tourists due to the

diverse range of underground dwellings, several

being made available to the public. Over 150

years old, the residents of Coober Pedy adapted

to the hostile environment by transitioning their

lives underground. The name, Coober Pedy,

originating from an Aboriginal term meaning

white man in a hole.

 

Learn more about Coober Pedy including

accommodation, tours, and outback adventures.

Visit: https://www.cooberpedy.com

 

While accessible via sealed highways, to make

the most of Coober Pedy it is recommended to

have an equipped and capable 4WD vehicle.

Safety equipment such as a winch, spare tyre,

extra fuel, and most importantly lots of extra

water. Bus 4x4 hire vehicles are equipped for

such journey’s including GPS and safety

accessories. Further than being equipped, they

offer extra storage and power to carry all the

luggage, fuel, food, and water without

compromising on comfort and safety. 

Keen to venture into the Australian outback? Talk

to our team about our currently available hire

options.

Bus 4x4 has a rich history and

continues to drive innovation for

4WD conversions. Watch our

brand video to learn more about

where we’ve come from, and

where we are going.

 

In this newsletter, we are pleased to introduce our latest workshop updates,

uncovering the impacts 4WD transport can have on organisational efficiency, off-

road adventure ideas and more!

Connect with our team via our website or our social media pages for our latest

updates or any enquiry. 

Warm Regards,  

Bus 4x4 Team. 

   

Bus 4x4 Updates
It’s June! Cold mornings, early evenings, and the World Mining Congress. Over

the coming months, we will be exhibiting at several major conferences, expos,

and tradeshows including the World Mining Congress, AFAC, AIMEX, and the

Darwin 4x4 Show. We’re excited to connect with many of our industry partners

and clients at these events, and look forward to demonstrating our vehicles

alongside some of the world’s most innovative brands and companies.

June also means we are one month closer to revealing what and where our

latest collaboration project is going. Hint: the location is home to one of the

world’s largest deserts. Continue to follow this journey and connect with us via

our social media channels; search Bus 4x4 on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, or

Instagram.

From transforming the vehicle's interior to adding 4x4 capabilities with the help

of our professionally engineered 4x4 Conversion Kit, our team has been working

hard to build conversions that are as comfortable as they are stylish.

Talk to our team today to start your Bus 4x4 journey.

   

The Power of Customised 4x4 Vehicles

In our latest blog, we explore how using 4WD transportation can enhance

organisational efficiencies. From improving transportation safety through to

increasing worker productivity, Bus 4x4’s customised vehicles can improve your

operations.

Read more about how Bus 4x4 vehicles enhance your mining operations

here: https://bit.ly/3WXifsa

   

   

Our Story
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